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Goal #1: Develop a more personalized approach to meet specific client needs.  We want to try to develop a better 
approach towards serving three groups of clients: (1) the disabled (2) those who are going through a temporary hardship, who we can 
assist with resources to help them towards sustainability, and (3) seniors. 

Objectives Time Frame Lead Organization/Person(s) 

1. Train volunteers regarding best practices for assisting disabled clients. 

Speakers from local nonprofit agencies, who are Case Workers for our 
disabled clients, will come and talk to us about the services that they 
offer as well as how we can best assist this population.  We will 
incorporate this knowledge into our daily work here at Outreach. 

2017 PSM Director and Invited Nonprofit 
Professionals 

2. Develop resources to assist volunteers with individual client 
sustainability plans.  Our volunteer Case Workers will be supplied 
various resources to teach clients how to decrease their expenses by 
taking advantage of available programs and resources, as well as 
introduced to resources to assist them in increasing their income 
(employment assistance, child care information, etc). 

2017 PSM Director and Volunteer Case 
Workers 

3. Explore expansion of services to homebound/ low-income seniors.  As 
an extension of the Friendly Visiting program, we are hoping, in 
conjunction with SKY or Family Ministry, to add services such as leaf-

2018 PSM Director with assistance from 
SKY or Family Ministry  

PARISH SOCIAL MINISTRY:  We bring our faith to life by serving others through  
compassionate personal outreach and commitment to social justice. 
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raking and snow shoveling to assist our seniors. 

Goal #2: Advocate social justice issues by educating the parish about Catholic Social Teaching.  Fr Bruce, I would like 
to meet with you to hear what your objectives and goals are for this committee, since you initially requested its establishment.  I have 
an idea of where to go but definitely need further direction from you when the time comes. 

Objectives Time Frame Lead Organization/Person(s) 

1. Form a committee. This was done after the Ministry Fair advertised for 
members. 

completed  

2. Study several issues and narrow down focus topic(s). Based on 
guidance from the UCCSB website and following CST, our committee 
will study social justice issues and choose one or two for parish action. 

2017 PSM Director 

3. Develop a plan to engage the parish. The plan could include 
educational bulletin inserts, letter-writing campaigns, gathering 
signatures after Mass in support of an issue or legislation, etc. 
 

2018 Social Justice Committee 

 

Goal #3:  Increase food resources so we can invite clients with great need to visit pantry more often.  We recognize 
that all clients are not experiencing the same degree of need, so this is our attempt to give increased assistance to our most food insecure 
individuals and families. 

Objectives Time Frame Lead Organization/Person(s) 
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1. Recruit volunteer to assist in developing and implementing plan 
to increase food supply. The hope is for this volunteer to 
establish connections with local community organizations, 
schools, sports clubs, etc so that we can have a schedule 
whereby there will be one major food drive happening each 
month of the year. 

2017 PSM Director 

2. Meet with Pantry Workers to determine what foods will be 
offered for the added visit and how they will be distributed. We 
already had a meeting to determine which foods will be offered 
for additional visits; these items will be a subset of our regular 
food menu.   

completed Pantry Workers 

3. Train all volunteers on “added visit procedures”.  We need to 
develop a smooth process for filling 2nd visit food orders , which 
will be different from the process of filling regular food orders. 

2017 PSM Director and Core Volunteers 
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